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ABSTRACT
Radiative electric dipole matrix elements have been
calculated for a

single electron in a Coulomb field.

The

wave functions used are those determined by the single
electron Dirac equation.

The Dirac radial eigenfunctions

through the 4^ 7/2 state tro tabulated,

in Chapter 11

these matrix elements are cdcuiated neglecting the effects
of retardation.

The matrix elements calculated are those

leading to the emission of K series characteristic x-rays
or absorption by an ion containing one IC electron.

These

matrix elements are evaluated numerically for several'
elements of atomic number greater than 28, and applied to
calculations of the transition probability, rate of energy
emission, partial line widths', and relative intensities of
the principle lines of the K series of heavy elements.
In Chapter 111 the effects of retardation are included
in calculations of the matrix elements which lead to the
Ko< X-ray lines.

I z is shown that retardation reduces the

magnitude of the squared matrix element for the 2P 3/ 2 “ ^ 1 / 2
transition about 15 per cent, while not significantly
changing the same quantity for the '<^>2./2"m ^ 1 / 2 transition;
the numbers applying to lead, Z = 82.
the relative

This greatly modifies

intensity computations of Chapter 11.

In

Chapter 111 we also estimate the relative intensities of
vi

electric quadrupole transitions to the electric dipole
transition of the K series.

It is shown that quadrupole

transitions are at most a few per cent as probable as
electric dipole transitions between the same pair of
shells, which is in fair agreement with the non-relarivistic
results of Jacobsohn.
In Chapter IV the relativistic matrix elements are
used, in combination with non-relativistic matrix elements
for-transitions to bound states of large principle'
quantum number and with the non-relativistic calculations
by Jacobsohn of the electric quadrupole matrix elements,
to compute the integrated absorption cross-section for an
&1 +
ion of lead, Pb
. For transitions to the continuum,
the computations of Gladys White of the relativistic photo
electric cross-section for this ion, are used,

fhe

numerical value of the integrated photo-electric crosssection is found to be in fair numerical agreement with
the result expected from the theoretical work of
Gell-Mann et al.

vii
V.

CHAPTER 1
1HTRGDUCT10B
The emission and absorption of electromagnetic energy
by a quantum mechanical system may be understood, and is
usually treated quantitatively, by the method of quantum
mechanical perturbation theory.

This theory is given

here only in outline form, with definitions of the important
quantities.

A more thorough treatment is found in many

of the references in the bibliography.

The reference

found most useful by this author is "The Quantum Theory
of Radiation", by W. Heitler (Heitler, 54).
In this theory one considers two quantum-mechanical
systems, for our purposes an atom and the electromagnetic
field, with an interaction energy

This interaction,

regarded as a perturbation, will cause transitions con
sisting of a change in the quantum mechanical state of the
atom and the emission or absorption of one or more photons.
The quantity of fundamental importance in this theory is
the transition probability Wafc which is the probability
per unit time that the atomic system will undergo such a
transition.
The transition probability is given (Heitler, 54,

P 140) by

P(E) d E *

4? N(£)^£
■*
1

1H |

(1)

where P(E) is the probability per second of emission or
absorption of a photon of energy between E and E f dE,
*h is Planck’s constant divided by 27T, N(E)dE is the
statistical density of final states available, and |Biz
is the square of absolute value the interaction matrix
element between the two states of the atomic system.

If,

as is the case for all of the present work, the transition
involves the emission or absorption of a single photon,
accompanied by a change in the state of a system which
obeys the single electron Dirac equation from a state
designated by a subscript b to one designated by the sub
script a, H is given (Heitler, 54> P 1-43) for emission
by

Hu'-e( ^ c1<V'17

^

W

^

(3)

and for absorption by

in these equations e, -fi, and c have their usual signifi
cance; Eak is the energy of the emitted photon, which due
to the conservation of energy is equal to E^ - Ea where
these are the energies of the two atomic states;
the number of photons present inthe

is

A ’th radiation

oscillator before the transition,t h e m ’s

are Dirac wave

functions; oj is the Dirac vector, w hose components are
4 x 4 matrices; C^is the unit vector in the direction of
polarization of the photon, and M is a wave vector in the

direction of propagation of the photon whose magnitude

c**! •

is equal to

The integration is to he per-

J.C.
formed over all the space region occupied by the atomic
system.

A discussion of the Dirac wave equations, the

definition of 5?, and a discussion of the properties of
the Dirac matrices and 7/ave functions is found in Heitler
and many other works.

The particular formalism and

notation used for this work is to be found in section 9
of Bethe’s Handbuch article (Bethe, 3 3 ) i and some dis
cussion as well, as tabulation of the wave functions ^
is given in Appendix A of this work.

For the present,

use will be made of the properties required without
further discussion; justification of this will be left
for- Appendix A.
For ease of writing in what follows let
(«•■ I O i l ) =

(q*

O

j V

(4)

whatever sets of quantum numbers a and b are required for
the description of the atomic states and-whatever the form
of the operator 0.

Then, for emission we have, combining

(l) and (2)

p_
_«»V\£5*(vv,,|(«|fc-.?>)e*‘,X |fc)|‘Ntt) (5)
We shall be concerned with spontaneous emission, i.e. Yl^sO
We may assign the photon emitted to one of many radiation
oscillators in the range dE, and we have (Heitler, 54, p 176)

4

(6)
where d A is the element of solid angle about the
direction of k.

x&c

Combining (5) and (6) we have

(7)

ziiXc

where we have used

= 0.

This equation represents the

probability per second of emission of a photon in a
direction.k in range dJl polarized in the direction e
For the total transition probability P must be summed
over the direction of polarization and integrated over
the direction of emission.
An absorption probability can be obtained in the same
manner.

If we assume that the average number of quanta

initially present in the )\'th radiation oscillator v/ith
a given direction of polarization is "n^ , we get, com
bining (1), (3), and (6)

N(E) is now considered a density of inital states, but
(6) still applies.

In any actual experiment, an atom would

be irradiated by a beam of photons.

If we consider such a

beam, coming from a given direction within solid angle
of intensity

(energy per cm^.sec.), then

Ji

n ^ is given by (Heitler, 5A> P 179)

-7U=

(in)3

(

3 -^
£3

Combining (8) and (9), and assuming 1(E) is a constant
l(Eab) Is a narrow range of energy near E ^ , we get

P dJl=

i n 1

JJl
^^

EaJ.

(10)

which must be averaged over the orientation of the atom
relative to the direction of the beam.
In both emission and absorption it is sometimes
preferable to discuss the rate of emission or absorption
of energy rather than the transition probability.
shall call this quantity J.
corresponding transition rate

We

It is obtained from the
by multiplication by Eak,

the energy involved in a single transition.

In experi

ments involving absorption, it is also useful to tabulate
the results in terms of a quantity which is independent
of the incident intensity.
One such quantity is the absorption cross-section
CT, defined as the number of photons absorbed from the
beam per second per atom, divided by the incident flux
in particles per square centimeter per second.

The

numerator of d“is given by the absorption probability,
and for a beam of photons described by the intensity

:

6
l(Eab) the incident flux is

E*.jl

.

The cross-section

is therefore

if*'

JA

|(*)(«•?,)cUlr)\\>f\z

(11)

AA
After the average over orientations this will be the
differential cross-section in that it refers to absorption
from a beam from a given direction, but it is the crosssection integrated over the energy range of the absorption
2
line, so its units are ergs cm . This integration is
necessary in order to define an absorption probability,
and is performed in the derivation leading to (1).

A

more rigorous derivation of (11) would require that con
sideration be taken of the fact that the final state of
an absorption process is not stationary in time but decays
to lower states by one or more processes.

The results of

such calculations would however be identically (11).
This may be seen from the results of section 18.3 of
Heitler (Heitler, 5A ) •
In addition to transition probability and crosssection there are two other quantities related to these
same matrix elements of some interest.

One of these is

the natural line breadth which is discussed in detail in
section. 18 of Heitler’s book.

(Heitler,

P 181).

This quantity, which is the full width at half maximum
of the spectral line is defined by Heitler in units of
angular frequency.

It therefore differs by a factor Ztf

from the more customary definition (Richtmeyer, 37).

7
By the methods of high resolution spectroscopy this quantity
may be determined quite accurately, although some diffi
culty in theoretical interpretation is occasioned by the
fact that this line width is caused in part by several
different processes.

That part of the line breadth which

is caused by radiation damping we shall call Tj . Ty

for a

spectral line is the sum of two terms, the level width of
the inital energy level Tg plus the width of the final
level rj* .

The radiative width of a single level is the

siim of the y/iaths due to each possible radiative transition
to a lower level, and each transition contributes a width
rabsV/^b w^lere W ak is the total spontaneous emission
probability (18).
strength.
historic

The other quantity is the oscillator

Oscillator strength has more an heuristic and
significance than a practical significance as

the direct result of an experiment.

Much of the important-

theoretical work in dispersion theory, even including
classical dispersion theory (Breit 32a and b) and much of
the theory of radiative transitions in atomic (Bethe, 33)
and nuclear (Levinger and Bethe, 50) physics utilizes this
quantity.

The oscillator strength in non-relativistic

quantum mechanics is discussed in detail in Bethe* s Handbuch article (Bethe, 33, p 429).

In terms of the relati

vistic matrix element the oscillator strength fak may be
defined
(12)

8
where

|(a/5 |l?)j

is the matrix element which results

after averaging over polarizations and summing over the
direction of propagation and over the initial states.
This procedure will be discussed in some detail later.
Since « i s a aimensionless quantity, it is obvious
that f is also dimensionless.

It is also easily shown

that this reduces to the non-relativistic definition
(Bethe, 33, p 435).. It will also be obvious that the
quantities cr, p and W may be expressed in terms of f.
Since the wave functions l|^and 44 are expressed in
terms of spherical harmonics, it is customary to expand
' ji
the plane wave
appearing in the matrix elements
in terms of spherical waves.

This expansion, the so-

called multipole expansion, is discussed in several
works (Rose, 55; Blatt, 52; Stech, 52).
the

The form of

expansion we shall use is

JL
where

JLa o

J

is the spherical Bessel's function defined by

>(•*'>-

where

W

ir)

(U)

is the regular half-integral Bessel's

function defined by Jahnke and Emde (Jahnk§, 45), i is
the usual
P 275), & and

, the YLare spherical harmonics (Bethe, 33,
are the polar and azimuthal angles of the

9
vector 1c and.0, ^ the same for the vector 7*.

The functions

for X = 0, 1, and 2 are given in Schiff (Schiff, 49,
p 77), and others are given in Morse and Feshbach (Morse,
53).

For kr small compared to 1, this series converges

rapidly, the
to

(-All?

terms.

th term being proportional approximately

, and it is usual to discuss only the first few

The term for X0 = 0, which is called the electric

dipole term reduces to j

#

The'next term

contains contributions due to the electric quadrupole and
magnetic dipole moments of the atom.

The emis sion and

absorption of radiation for allowed, i.e. electric dipole,
transitions will be discussed in some detail, and the
transition probabilities calculated for several atoms in
Chapter 11.

These dipole transition probabilities will

be used to calculate the relative intensities of X-ray
transitions in several atoms of atomic number greater
than 29, and a discussion of possible experimental com
parison will be given.

In Chapter 111 some effort will

be made to improve the approximations of Chapter 11 and
an estimate of the importance of quadrupole transitions
made.
The average over polarization directions and inte
gration over directions of emission and of the absorbed
radiation will be discussed in some detail for dipole
transitions.

The procedures are similar for quadrupole

emission, and will be outlined in Chapter 111.

The average

over polarizations for emission is discussed in Be t h e l

10
article (Bethe, 33, p 430) ana in several other places
(Heitler, 54> P 177, Condon, 51, p 101).
with the substitution of the X

Equation (7)

- 0 term of (13) becomes

^

|l>)|*

(15)

For the sum over polarization we are free to choose a
coordinate system in which c< is fixed in space and measure
our angles from this direction.

Since « is the velocity

operator in Dirac theory, eceJis the current operator where
e is the charge of the particle.

The direction of polar

ization of light emitted by this current must be perpen*4

dicular to the direction of emission k and can have no
component

in the direction perpendicular to the current.
is the component of ot in the direction of polar-

ization and

- I0** ^

® where @ is the angle be-

tween oc and ^xand where
)3f =

1<><,N 0 ( ^ 4

—*

(16)
~ +

*

Since e^is perpendicular to k and in the plane containing
k and « f and since the integration in the matrix element
is not over the angle 6

, we may factor

out the cos

and replace it by
sin O whereQ is the angle between k and
•4
04 . For the integration over directions of k we have
therefore

MJl t

£

/-

k% l(4 ' = v « u ) i 2

(I?)

&

11
which gives

where W is the total transition probability.
If, as is true in our case, the states a and b are
degenerate, so that more than one set of quantum numbers
can lead to a transition of energy E a^, it is still
necessary (Heitler, 44> P 108) to sum over the initial
states and average over the final states.

This will be

discussed in detail in Chapter 11, where the dipole
transition probabilities are calculated.
A similar argument in the case of absorption (Heitler
54# P 179) leads to an expression for the total
absorption probability, assuming the incident radiation
to be unpolarized,

One further simplifying approximation is generally made
in computation of these matrix elements.

Since

(20)
(Schiff, 49, p 77) and since kr<l , it is customary to
let sin kr be approximated by kr so that

(21)
This is quite a satisfactory approximation in atomic
spectra and even in X-ray transitions for elements of low

12
atomic number.

It amounts to the neglect of the effects

of retardation due to the finite size of the source.

For

elements of high atomic number, for example lead, Z - 82,
it is not very satisfactory.

For lead, if we calculate

for the theoretical transition energy and assume
where Ss is the radius at
■Z
”2
which the K wave function has its maximum value, we get
r is of order of magnitude

Since for this value of
kr, sin kr differs from kr by only 1 percent it would
appear that this is a satisfactory approximation.

Since

non-relativistic quantum mechanics follows from relati
vistic by the approximation

Z = 0, this is a consistent

non-relativistic approximation.
is done using it also.

The work of Chapter II

In this manner it was felt that

one could best determine what change in these quantities
was due simply to relativistic effects.

In Chapter 111

the two most important transitions for lead are calculated
without this approximation, and we find that the approxi
mation is actually quite poor.

This is caused by the fact

that our estimate of r is much too small for transitions
in which the total angular momentum

(see Appendix A)

changes.
Chapter IV is devoted to examining the applicability
to a simple relativistic quantum mechanical system of a
dipole sum rule similar to that of non-relativistic
quantum mechanics.

(Bethe, 33, p 4-34) •

This sum rule is

easily proven rion-relativisticaily (Bethe, 33, Condon, 51,

13
p 109), follows directly from the commutation relations
of position and momentum.

Mo relativistic proof of this

rule has been found possible without the assumption of
some extra physical property not clearly determined by
the wave equation of the system (Gell-Mann, 54).
It is easy to show, using non-relativistic quantum
dispersion theory (Breit 32b, 528), that the existence
of a dipole sum rule is equivalent to the statement that
the forward scattering of a single bound electron
approaches that of a free electron for high photon energies.
It is this latter statement which is made as an assumption
in the relativistic derivation of this sum rule (Gell-Mann
54 sections 4 and 5).

Mon-relativistically, the definition

of the oscillator strength is (Bethe 33, p 435)

(22)
w h e r e I r I b ) ; is the matrix element

of the dipole moment of the atom, after summing over the
degeneracy of the states a and b.

The Y/ave functions

appearing in this matrix element are solutions of the
Schroedinger equation and the detailed treatment of nonrelativistic atomic radiation is given in Bethe1s article.
The sum rule in terms of this

may be stated
(24)

for a system containing 1 electron.

The summation sign

means sum over all bound states and integrate over all
states of the positive energy continuum.

Transitions in

v/hich the atom absorbs a photon and the electron is leftin a state of positive energy, i.e. the photo electric
effect, can also be described in terms of the oscillator
strength, or more precisely in terms of an oscillator
density per unit energy (Levinger, 50).
this are left to Chapter IV.

The details of

However, if one expresses

the cross section for absorption of radiation in terms of
the oscillator strength (relativistically or non-relativistically) one gets, using (11), (L2), and (19)
(25)
using the approximation (21).

The integral of CTwith

respect to the energy of transition corresponds to the
summation of "F over the final states.

That is
(26)

which, if (24) applies relativistically implies
(27)
In Chapter IV,

performed numerically for an

ion of Z = 82 (lead) which initially contains one electron
bound in the lowest energy level.

The values of 0~for

transitions from the ground state to higher bound states
are taken from the calculations of transition probability

15
in Chapter 11.
we

For transitions to positive energy states

use the compilation of calculations of the relativistic

photo effect which were so generously provided by Gladys
White, of the National Bureau of Standards (White, 54) •
Excerpts of the Ph.D. Thesis of Boris Jacobsohn
(Jacobsohn, 47) have very recently been declassified and
made available through the kindness of Dr. Norbert
Rosenzweig of Argonne National Laboratory.

Dr. Jacobsohn

has made calculations of somewhat related processes, in
cluding some calculations of Dirac matrix elements.

He

was primarily concerned with absorption from the L shell
of an ion of Z = 90 in which all electrons in shells of
higher energy than the L shell had been removed.

For

this fairly simple atomic model he has calculated oscillator
strengths using screened Dirac wave functions.

He has

calculated non-relativistically the quadrupole oscillator
strengths, and a correction to the dipole oscillator
strength which represents the second term in the expansion
of jo i&t’) .

This is not so complete a correction for

the effects of retardation as the calculations of Chapter
111 of this work.

The agreement between his calculation

and this work is quite satisfactory in view of the
approximations, and his calculation, which was made with
non-relativistic wave functions, is applicable to any
transition.
In addition to the individual oscillator strengths,
Jacobsohn has derived sum-rules similar to the dipole sum-

16
rule for his quadrupole oscillator strengths and for his
retardation correction.

Use will be made of these sum-

rules to discuss the alteration they would produce in the
integrated cross-section.

His non-relativistic quadru

pole matrix elements will be compared in Chapter 111 to
a preliminary calculation of the magnitude of these terms
using relativistic Y/ave functions.

CHAPTER 11
CALCULATION OF DIPOLE MATRIX ELEMENTS
In this section we shall calculate the relativistic
matrix elements for radiative transitions to or from the
ground state of several atoms, and apply the results to
a calculation of.relative intensities of lines in the K
X-ray spectrum of these elements.

We restrict ourselves

to elements of atomic number greater than 29# since for
smaller atomic number relativistic effects are insignif
icant.

We neglect the effects on the wave functions due

to the presence of other electrons in the atom.

At

Z = 79 (gold) the dipole transition probabilities have
been calculated relativistically for the K<xr , and Kcxt
lines using Slater screened wave functions (Slater, 30)
by Burhop and Massey (Burhop, 36).

As might be expected

this screening correction results in a strong reduction
of the total transition probability, but does not seriously
affect the intensity ratios.

Since earlier work at

Louisiana State University (Tuan, 53) in non-relativistic
K transition probabilities has shown the Slater screening
constants to be unsatisfactory approximations for this
type of calculation, the effects of screening have been
completely neglected in this work.

The Slater screening

constants were chosen to adjust the energy levels of the

18
atoms as closely as possible to the experimental values*
The calculation of transition probabilities would require
modification of these constants to adjust that part of
the radial wave function which is important in the over
lap integrals involved in the matrix element.

Wo prior

theoretical basis for this adjustment is available.

Again,

by neglecting screening we hope to get a better judgment
of the importance of relativistic effects.

We also show

in Chapter 111 that the inclusion of the retardation
term jQ (kr) in the matrix elements makes a more signif
icant change in the relative intensities of X-ray lines
than the effects of screening.
For emission we consider an atom with one vacancy in
the K shell, with all other states occupied, and calculate
transition probabilities from each higher level, using
the formulae from Chapter 1.

Of course, our lightest

element, copper, does not normally have the N shell com
pletely occupied, -which must be considered before applying
these calculations to the results of any experiments.

For

absorption we calculate the absorption probability for an
atom which initially contains one electron in the K shell,
all other states being empty,

The absorption calculations

thus do not correspond to any normally occurring atomic
system, and are of no direct experimental interest.

They

are used only for the sum rule calculation of Chapter IV.
The matrix elements appearing in equations (18) and
(19) of Chapter 1 are the results of summation over

19
initial and final states, without regard to the state of
polarization of the emitted or absorbed radiation, since
the average over polarizations has already been done.
For this summation we shall need to specify a and b more
completely in terms of the four quantum numbers required
to distinguish between the two states.

In what follows

we will always designate quantities referring to the
initial state with primes.

The only possible confusion

in this results from the radial quantum number, which in
Appendix A has been designated n * .

This quantum number

in the initial state we shall call n{> and in the final
state n^«
For reasons of algebraic simplicity it is preferable
to decompose « into components ou
°<x-

,

rather than

oc.x ou

'Xjl LL?' j.

and

In terms of

fzi

this decomposition (16) is replaced by
|C*|l -

ck*

4 oc* 4 c*g

(28)

We shall see when we consider the selection rules that
only one of these components is effective in producing
transitions between any pair of given states, so that
the summation above is never necessary, two of the terms
being zero.
The sum over initial and average over final levels
may be thought of in the following terms.

Vie consider

a large number of atoms in the same initial state (or
many repetitions of

the same experiment on the same atom)

20
with no forces present which would favor the occupation
of any particular state within a level,

^he total transi

tion probability is then given by the sum of terms repre
senting the probability of a transition from a definite
state within the initial level to a definite state of the
final level multiplied by the probability that the initial
state is occupied, and summed over all initial and final
states available within those levels.

The absence of

forces which can select particular states insures a uni. form distribution among initial and final states.

In the

case usually considered in atomic spectra, i.e. one
electron initially in an excited level and finally in a
lower level, the probability of occupation of a given
state within the initial level is proportional to the
reciprocal of the number of such states, or to
We

)

.

are thus led to the usual formula for this sum and

average (Bethe, 33, p 435;

Heitler, 44, p 108).

In X-ray

spectra we consider all levels filled except one K state.
The occupation probabilities for the initial state are
therefore identically 1, and since there is only one
possible final state we need only compute
(29)
For absorption by an atom containing a single electron
in the K shell it ’
is obvious that we need to calculate the
sum only over

the final states.

Since the role of initial

and final states is reversed between emission and

21
absorption we conclude that for our tv/o cases the matrix
elements appearing in equations (12), (18) and (19) are
identical..

(This requires in addition to the above

argument that
(30)
which follows from the fact that o? is Hermitean.)

Y/e

will show that the sum (29) is- independent of m, and
hence, of the particular K state involved in the transition.
For brevity we shall calculate in detail only one of the
sums (29).

The other necessary ones follow from an ex

actly similar procedure, and are simply listed.

There

should be four types of transitions for which such sums
are required, depending on the four possible arrangements
of the initial and final levels between type A and type
B.

(See Appendix A).

However one of the states involved

in our case is always a K state and hence type A, and the
argument following equation (29) permits us to consider
only two of the four, since we do not care whether the K
wave function is for the initial or final state.

V/e

shall calculate the sum (29) for the case where both
Initial and final states are type A.

For this we must

write out in detail

)

If we let

(31)
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V,

if.- ( | )

^

<»>

and perform the operations (31) according to the pro
cedures of Appendix A, equations (31) become

y*°<i f r
Y *

u * vs - “ S t y 1
=

(33)

a * V‘ )

(34)

^ 0 ( _ tj.fc= f l K * V l t U * ^

(35)

If we now use for our wave functions u and v, the type A
wave functions given by equation (6) of Appendix A, the
terms of (33) become

£ a, Y
M,» 3 r "\ 24-** ''

*

C a YWh,
*

- U* V^= - ^ ^ + 3
M *v=

*

Y

5 7 T T / A4it **'•/*. Jtjy*'-*/t.

r Y*

V
Y

v*Y; ,3 .c Y *

/

- w y vt = ^

J

(36)

Y

(I* I?,-**/* Uv/,-*.'-*'/!

where, as usual, the primes and subscript b are associated
with the initial state.
The two terms of equation (34) are
tr «*vv

.^ y v A V ' 1

Y *

v
(37)

^ *V>

\m i

zr*i ) ft*t
,Xt^.y.Xw,w<<'A
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and for equation (35) we have

The parts of these three sets of equations are to be added
together and integrated over all space.

We will actually

perform the angular integration first, then add the terms
together, then perform the summation (29) and then
evaluate the radial integrals.
For the angular integrations we make use of the
orthogonality relations of the spherical harmonics,
(Bethe 33, p 432) which may be expressed
(39)
where 0 is the Kronecker tT defined by

W o)
Applying (39) to equations (36) we see that each of the
four terms is zero unless m = in', and also the first two
terms are zero unless

Jl

- 1.

Since we are calculating

transitions to a final K state, i.e. J l - 0
the terms in which

J l- Jl

- 1.

f we can ignore

Thus oc^can contribute only

one term to the sum (29), and with the substitution

f -

J

1 1 , m» = m, it is

IK Aj.-w |ai I■»',Jl-1', i', )\*=
^ l_

ih

^ i n r * * *.

(*>

Applying (39) to equations (37) we see that both
terms are zero unless m»
less

A

=A

vye ignore

V 1 , and the

A - Jl

= m - 1.

The firstis zero un

second unless A >= A _ i.

Again

- 1 and get as our contribution to (29)

from (37)

j;->M | CX+ | “Jl', A 4 1, j',
j g z f r [(t- ~

f

t

)

]

)\ "

U f h fb l-Vr

]* ^

Applying (39) to equations (33) we find that both
terms are ^ero unless in' - m f 1.
unless

A* A

The first terra is zero

t 1 and the second unless

JL'-A-

i.

Thus

the contribution to (39) is

K^J

J) 1n I *- I ■*! A 4 I, j'; TVJ+/ )| =
(43)

(iJ*
The selection rules contained in equations (41)# (42),
(43) are clearly

A A = -1

,

0 #

Performing the summation (29) we obtain

II

j,*»i

IV,

Since both states above are type A, j = A I \ and
j 1 = A f 3/2.

An exactly similar calculation for transi

tions from type B initial states to type A final states
leads to
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T.

I5?!” ', J*1
, j',

'VH/

77J7T) [f (j £

+ <J" >f‘ ) rV r ]

In this case j : j1 = i f

In this calculation we find

that the angular integrations impose the new selection
rule Aj r ± lj 0
Equations (44) and (45) represent the only two "
matrix elements which are necessary for our present dipole
calculations.

The summed matrix elements permitted by

the dipole selection rules
is the set which

are listed in Table1. This

appears in equations (12), (18), and

with the approximation (21).

(19)

These same matrix elements

have been tabulated by Jacobsohn (Jacobsohn, 47).

Since

jQ (kr) introduces no new angular dependence in the matrix
elements, if we wish to include this term we merely in\

sert it as a multiplying factor to the integrands of
equations (44) and. (45) •
For the radial integrations we insert the functions
f and g from our tables of radial wave functions in
Appendix A.

The details of the integration and of the

numerical evaluation of the resultant matrix elements
are left to Appendix B.

W e give in Table 11 the numeri

cal values of the total matrix elements for each possible
dipole transition to the K shell from the L, M, and N
shells for several atoms whose atomic numbers range from
29 to 100.

It is only necessary to specify the initial

level, since the final state is always a K state.

•
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TABLE 1
DIPOLE MATRIX ELEMENTS
This is the complete list of matrix elements allowed
by the electric dipole selection rules. The sums over the
degeneracy of the states is done for an atom with an
initial vacancy in the st.;.te designated by the unprimed
quantum numbers.

L

W A j •**,

*K »

1

OvT

^

i

)I=

r 'J t X

£

la K *'1‘

‘U j

j

J-

'hi1

TIjE) [

H

'/*-,*> /3 I 71!.

tO

%

*

j-- i- 'A,-* |S | V

j*

r U r Y

J - i/ j '.-J- 'ht w ) | * =

*»M1
jip)

■*»' )l ~
'*

J-tfJrVr
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TABLE 1 - DIPOLE MATRIX ELEMENTS (continued)

E

j-

■m1

•>*

£j + l

J

^

|xfk r* ^
[ C ;

*j-I
1 f‘ 3* r X j r J

j'-

^')\z=

TABLE 11
DIPOLE MATRIX ELEMENTS
These are the numerical evaluations of the formulae of Tahle XIV of Appendix
B, using the numerical value of the parameters also tabulated in Appendix B.
Atomic Number
Initial
State

29

47

56

79

82

2 Pl/2

3.456 x 10~3

8.905 x 10-3

1.245 x 10'2

2.334 x 15"2

2.487 x 10”2

3.362 x 10“2

2 P3/2

6.954 x 10~3

1.818 x 10-2

2.551 x 10-2

4.914 x 10~2

5.265 x 10~2

7.492 x 10'2

3 Pl/2

7.646 x 15

1.893 x 10“3

2.605 x 10~3

-

4.629 x 10“3

5.465 x 10~3

3 P3/2

1.579 x 10~3

4.180 x 10~3

5.921 x 10”3

—

1.273 x 10~2

1.883 x 10“2

4 Pl/2

2.935 x 10-4

7.119 x 10-4

1.050 x 10~3

■—

1.669 x 10“3

1.846 x 10”3

4 P3/2

6.111 x 10“^

1.622 x 10“3

2.300 x 10"3

—

4.985 x 10"3

7.428 x 10~3

.

100

to

09

29
These matrix elements may now be used to calculate
the transition probabilities for emission from equation
(18) and the rate of emission of energy J defined in
Chapter 1.

These quantities are presented in Table 111.

The partial radiative widths T

as define d in

Chapter 1 are identically equal to the transition pro
babilities from Table 11L

There seem to be no accurate

experimental measurements of line 'width in the region of
atomic number where relativistic effects would be
measurable.

In non-relativistic quantum mechanics there

is no difference in energy between the P3/2 and Pl/2
levels "and no difference in the radial wave functions of
electrons in these states.

It is therefore customary to

calculate non-relativistically the transition probability
from a P subshell to the ground state.

These transition

probabilities are tabulated for hydrogen in Bethe’s
article (Bethe 33, p

AAA)•

hydrogenic atoms (neg

lecting screening) of different atomic number one must
multiply the values there by 3Z^.

The relative intensity

of the P3/2, Pl/2 doublet can be simply calculated non-,
relativistically, and is determined by the ratio of the
number of P3/2 states (4) to the number of Pl/2 states
(2).

Relativistically there is both an energy difference

and a radial wave function difference between such levels.
The

factor of two from the different number of initial

states is still present, but is combined 'with a difference
produced by each of the other factors mentioned.

^

'/,?^~ (<«•/•...5v'.-’
V

"

'

\ .

~ ••l;-'\’-~f'i'*r - -‘^ ^ ^ - ■ :> r>;-'
-V % *':"‘ ‘•-J: .“ -4%
e dipp^B transition-probabilities "W.'of•equation (18) in units'-,.
---■ ••■^
~Wrg^-«nis'sioji',=j;^*:-'?'--' --'' '•’ *

'•lindicated^jjii’txal, level to ,the ISr/o level

’ife^sgt'* -'.3-*’*’
'-^vc.^'lriitial ^
IJfe,'.
®^gs*ssKi»v--5em-

^

"

VS*

•' Atomic!Number
56

79

3.05 x 10?
1;13 'x 10

6.14 x
3.28 x 1085
10s

2.40 x 10?
2.67 x 109

8.95 x-10
xiv25!x 10

6.29 x 10?
2.36 x 108

1.28 x 10“
6.91 x 1a O

5.21 x 1016
5.99 x-10‘

¥ ?-1.14-x. 10

7.71 x 1 0 ?
3.40 x 107

1.53 x 10?
9.70 x iojw

16 5.94'x 10? •W
2.78 x 10.
•3.36 x lO9 1.13. x 1010 .J
J,\ **m,‘1"'~V*
6.09 x 10? 1.40 x 10?
w
7.63 x 109 2.83 x 1010 j
16, ¥
6.18 x 10? l.lfr.x 10n
8.94 x 10s 2.67 x 109~ J

3.48 x 1015
2.22 x 30s

1.71 x 10? 4.06. x 1016 W
2.50 x 109 9.47x IQ9J.

6.08 x 10?
4.03 x 107

2.35 x 10?
3.59 x 108

4.14 x 10?
1.01 x l O 9

¥
J

1.43 x 10?,
.9.57 x lO7 •

7.05 x 10? 1.68 x 10?
1.08 x 109 ‘ 4.10 x 109

i

"V7*"-;

*|T ^ .- *■_,.'S* ’

7,-47/

3.09 x 10

m m m & m

m

100**»*

U>1*
o •

*z%*

I’
*'*
*
•
*

m

82.

yT&Z?
fk.

Cv;

-

„4>r
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Non-relatiVistically the transition probability (Bethe 33,
p 430) depends on the third power of the energy of the
emitted radiation.

The squared matrix element is propor

tional to Z*"2 hut independent of the energy.

It would

therefore be simple to correct the transition probabilities
for the difference in energy of the pairs of lines confr
prising an X-ray doublet.

Relativistically this is very

difficult because the normalization constants of the wave
functions depend on the energy.

Hence the matrix elements

depend on the transition energy, and it is impossible to
separate the differences caused by changed overlap of the'
wave function from those caused by the differences in
energy.

It is true, however, that there must be an
3
approximate E^ dependence of the transition probability,
and one could use this fact to correct the relative in
tensities calculated here for the difference between the
experimental energies of the X-ray lines and the ones used
in the present work which are predicted from the Dirac
equation.
Since in the work of Chapter IV we need probabilities
for transitions to shells of greater principle quantum
number than four, the limit of our relativistic calculations,
it is of some importance to determine the possible error
resulting from use of the non-relativistic values for this
calculation.

Table IV contains the ratios of the total

transition probability from each shell to the K shell,* to
the non-relativistic transition probability given by Bethe.
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TABLE IV
TOTAL RSLiiTlVlSTIC TRANSITION PROBABILITIES
Given are the ratios of the sum of the transition pro
babilities of each line of an X-ray doublet to the
transition probability from the same subshell from
Bethe (Bethe, 33)•
Transition
Z

2P-*1S

3P-*1S

4P-*1S

29

1.01

1.025

1.006

47

1.02

1.03

1.011

56

1.025

1.04

1.014

79

1.04

82

1.05

1.05

-1.019

100

1.06

1.06

1.025

TABLE V
X-RAZ LIME DESIGNATION
Transition

X-ray Line

2 Pl/2 - 1 Sl/2

K«2

2 P 3 / 2 - 1 Sl/2

Ko^

3 Pl/23 P3/2-1

1 Sl/2
Sl/2

K (3 3
Kpx

4 Pl/2-

1 Sl/2

K f3 2

4 P3/2-

1 Sl/2

Kp 2

1.06 i—
4p

i.oo

L_2:

1.08

1.00

1.08

2P

1.00

25

50

75

100

Z
Figure 1.

Total relativistic transition probability from the designated sub
shell, divided by the non-relativistic transition probability from
the same sub-shell. The points are theoretical.

This total transition probability is the sum of the
transition probabilities from the two P levels of a
given shell.
Figure 1.

These ratios are also given graphically in

We observe that the total transition pro

bability is nowhere changed as much as ten percent, and
in the N shell by less than three percent even for Z = 100.
Since the relative importance of the contribution from
each shell decreases rapidly with n, and since the
relativistic effects on this quantity are small, there
is obviously very small error involved in using the nonrelativistic transition probabilities for n > 4 »

It is

interesting to observe the effect of screening on the
total transition probability, as calculated for gold
(Z•— 79), by Burhop and Massey (Burhop, 36).

Their work

indicates that the 2 P3/2 transition probability is
reduced

23.7 percent relative to the non-relativistic

value, and the 2 Pl/2 transition probability is reduced
17.1 percent.

The total transition probability is thus

reduced 21.5 percent.
Since the usual experimental methods of X-ray in
tensity measurements involve measurement of the energy
associated with a given line (Compton, 35), it is the
ratio of the J ’s which should be considered as the relative
intensities.

For convenience in the discussion of

relative intensities y/e give in Table V the X-ray line
designation of each transition.

In Table VI and graphi

cally in Figure 2 are given the relative intensities of

35

TABLE VI
RELATIVE INTENSITIES AND RATIOS OF
TRANSITION PROBABILITY FOR X-RAY DOUBLETS
Relative Intensity

29

2.03

2.07

2.08

47

2.03

2.22

2.25

56

2.11

2.29

2.34

79

2.24

82

2.27

2.30

3.01

100

2.49

3.55

4.07

-

-

Ratio of Transition Probabilities
29

2.02

2.07

2.08

47

2.06

2.21

2.24

56

2.08

2.28 .

2.34

79

2.17

82

2.20

2.77

3.00

100

2.36

3.495

4-04

-

-

4.00

3.00

2.00
25
Figure 2.

50

75

Relative intensities of the K X-ray doublets.
theoretical.

too
The points are

VjJ
O
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the different X-ray doublets for each atom.

Non-

relativistically each of these numbers would be two,
independent of Z and n.

We observe that relativistic

effects -enhance the probability of transitions in which
;) changes, and decrease those in which j does not change.
Part of this is due to the energy dependence of the
emission rate.

If we assume that the non-relativistic

dependence of J is approximately true, and multiply
the relative intensity ratio K(3 2 *A (3 2 *’or ^ =

by

the fourth power of the inverse energy'ratios to remove
the energy dependence, we

get 3.97 which indicates that

a large portion of this effect must be due to the changed
overlap of the wave functions in the radial integration.
The calculation of Chapter 111 including the retardation
factor jo [ M r ) in the matrix elements indicates that this
term makes a significant change in these relative in
tensities, and that they should not be expected to con
form closely with experiment,

i'hey should be considered

primarily as a measure of the importance of relativistic
effects in such calculations.
Reliable experimental measurements of X-ray relative
intensities for atoms of high atomic number are very rare.
This Is due partly to experimental difficulty when
measuring high energy photons with spectroscopic accuracy,
and partly to the absence in the literature of suitable
theoretical predictions with which to compare the results
of any experiment.

The very good recent measurements of
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K series line widths by Gokhale (Gokhale, 52) using a
bent crystal spectrometer extend only to Z = 50, and even
in this work only total line width is reported, rather
than relative intensity.

In this region of atomic number

the contribution to line widths due to the Auger effect
is large enough and uncertain enough to make relative
intensity determination from line widths with sufficient
accuracy to detect the small relativistic effects very
difficult.

The much earlier work of J. fl. Williams

(Williams, 33) measures K series relative intensities,
but only for elements of atomic number less than 52.
Satisfactory theoretical agreement with this and other
experimental measurements in this region of Z has been
obtained by Tuan (Tuan, 53) using non-relativistic per
turbation theory, but with a somewhat arbitrary adjust
ment of the Slater screening constants.

Recent develop

ments, especially by DuMond, of large bent crystal spectro
meters (DuMond, 47) would seem to make possible accurate
determinations of relative intensities in elements of high
atomic number, although more interest has so far been
given to accurate energy determinations of nuclear gamma
radiations.

DuMond's spectrometer has been used, however,

to measure the K spectrum of tungsten (Z = 74), (DuMond,
49).

The authors were interested primarily in energy

determination and do not report relative intensities.
their experiment they completely resolve the Kc*

In

Ko^

and Kp n, K p ^ doublets and partially resolve the K f$

>
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KfJ 2 doublet.
The necessary corrections to their data for a deter
mination of relative intensities have not been made and
any estimates made from their published curves would be
only order of magnitude guesses.

A few very early ex

periments at high atomic number are tabulated in Compton

& Allison (Compton, 35) and in Bethe1s article (Bethe, 33,
p 469).

A review of the original references given there

indicates that the relative intensity figures are not very
reliable, and not accurate enough to give a quantitative
estimate of relativistic effects.
in Table V H we give

the relative intensities of

lines originating in different shells.

We give the in

tensity ratios for transitions in which ^ J - 0
K <*2 line and for transitions in which
line.

I

to the
to the

Non-relativistically the ratios would be

- l3S

U?)

In both cases we observe relativistically that the ratios
of those transitions in which A j r I

are consistently

above those non-relativistic ratios, with the difference
increasing slowly with increasing Z and the ratios of those
transitions in which

0

are consistently below the

non-relativistic ratios, the difference increasing much
more rapidly with Z.

This is clearly consistent with our

other tabulated relative intensities.

We show graphically
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TABLE Vll
RELATIVE INTENSITIES OF X-RAY
LINES FROM DIFFERENT SHELLS
Atomic Number
Relative
Intensity

29

47

56

82

100

316

.320

.321

.328

.334

304

.300

.296

.266

.235

137

.138

.138

.142

.145

133

.127

.124

.107

.089

These are the ratios of the rates of energy emission of
the lines given in the column on the left.

3.40

RELATIVE

INTENSITY

3.20

3.00

2.80

2.60

2.40

2.20
25
Figure 3.

50

75

100

Relative intensities of the K X-ray lines shown. The points are
theoretical. The dotted line is the value predicted non-relativistically.

RELATIVE

INTENSITY

1.60

1.20

1.00

0.80

0.60
25
Figure 4.

50

75

100

*?o
Relative intensities of the K X-ray lines shown. The points are
theoretical. The dotted line is the value predicted non-relativistically.
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in Figure 3 the ratios KfJ^/fCo^ and K(3
Figure 4 the ratios

2^°* 2f

5111(1 in
^rom

Figures 2, 3, and 4 any desired relative intensities may
"be obtained by simple multiplication or division of the
ordinates.

CHAPTER 111
RETARDATION EFFECTS AND QUADRUPOLE EMISSION
As was stated in Chapter 1, the omission of the re
tardation in the dipole matrix element leads to serious
errors in determining relative intensities of X - r a y transi
tions for heavy elements.

In the derivation of the matrix

elements of Chapter 11 we showed that equations (44) and
(45) could be corrected by including the term
in the radial integrations.

If v/e do this, (44) is re

placed by
(48)
and (45) by
(49)
We shall evaluate these more exact expressions for
the general case of transitions from the two 2P levels
of any atom and numerically for lead, Z = 82.

We choose

lead since it is the atqm chosen for the work of Chapter
IV for calculating the integrated cross-section.

Also

in this Chapter we shall examine the consequences of
omitting higher terms in the expansion (13) and estimate
the ratio of the intensity of the most prominent electric
quadrupole transitions to the most prominent electric

U

dipole transitions.

We also do this numerically for lead.

The relative importance of the higher terms in (13) is of
interest in the calculation of Chapter IV, since not only
should'the integrated non-relativistic cross-section for
dipole transitions converge to some limit, but the total
integrated relativistic cross-section for all multipoles
should converge, if the

assumption that scattering by

.bound electrons approaches that of free electrons
(Gell Mann, 54-) is valid.
We leave the details of the integrations (48) and
(49) to Appendix B, since they are quite similar to the
equivalent integrals of Chapter 11.

We merely state the

results here and calculate the transition probabilities
and relative intensities for the K cx^, and K<*2 transitions
in lead.

From Appendix B we have for the matrix element

(48)

£ ( £ £ \z w a ' r zu,4r»H)
3 \a*o)
h?
with
(51)
and

For the matrix element (49) we have
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with

)• ($•)*<■
f\ ^ P'/t)c
\^/^i

(&•)

(54)

and
•r

v

-*

-t

<j>(^fy*.)s

I

'(^41)2/

The parameters N and

(55)

are defined in Appendix A, and

their numerical values tabulated in Table XVI of
Appendix B.

The parameters A*, A, and B are defined

and tabulated in Appendix B.

The quantity k is defined

in Chapter 1 and is given by

^

A/.=

<5«

If we use our values of Ea^ from Table XVII for kb we get
for the 2P 3/2 transition (equation 50)

J . (* py<.) - 3. ?£/£X/a * c ^ - 1

( 57)

JlWl*)'

(58)

and

3.

X.*'1

So, for Z = 82
-Aji- (2 Pja ) -- 0./-8 7 W

Z2

(59)

'

and

A i ’ (2 % ) -■

(60)

47
Using

= 2, and

$1*^)-

= 1.8980 we get for equation (52)

o-iuv

(61)

°-,i0U

(62)

and for. (55)

Using the tobulutea values of t(and Xtfor lead, we have

IV *0 $
(63)
(V.-'Xt) f(2P,iil):0.4UIZ
and

-2V,

0.-25-4IS

(64)

and
U

»,+0

0 -+ n 3 3

^ ( 3 V ) § ‘£PvO* 0 ^05 33

.<«>

V/e observe that in (63) the sine of the angle differs
from the angle by about 3.5/6* ^he difference between
-2U,+Yi)
R
and the factors it replaces in the matrix
element without retardation is about 1.5$, so the change
in the resulting squared matrix element (50) is primarily
due to the difference in the sine

term.

In (64) the

difference is only about 1$ between the angle and its
sine, and although the difference in (65) is larger, we
get a cancellation of the effects, which results in almost

no change in the matrix element due to retardation.

V/e

omit the further details of the numerical calculation,
but the cancellation mentioned above comes about as follows.
The first term in the brackets of equation (53) is posi
tive and about twice as large as the second term which is
negative.

In comparison with the same term without in

clusion of retardation, the multiplication by the

appro

priate sine terms (6,4) or (65) results in a slight decrease
of the first term and a larger decrease of the second.
The net effect is an increase in the bracketed quantity,
but this is balanced by the increase in the denominator
of the quantity R.

The total effect on (53) is therefore

a small decrease in comparison to the matrix elements
used in Chapter

11.

For lead the squared averaged matrix

elements are numerically

instead of, from Table 11
(67)
which is a 15$ decrease in this quantity, and

(68)
instead of, from Table 11
(69)
which is an insignificant reduction to our accuracy

These changes in the matrix, element result in changes
in the transition probabilities and emission rates as
given below.
For the K0(^ line, the transition probability be
comes
(70)
instead of
(71)
from Table 111.

The rate of emission for this transi

tion becomes
(72)
instead of

-I
(73)
from Table 111
To the same order of accuracy the equivalent quanti
ties for the Koc^ line are unchanged.
The relative intensity ratio

(74)
when the effects of retardation are included instead of
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from Table IV.
The ratio of total transition probability to the
non-relativistic transition probability becomes

^W

a/.r .

• 136

C76)

I-OS'

(77)

instead of
s
W-N.R.
from Table IV.
V/e conclude from these numbers that the effects of
retardation must be included in calculations of X-ray
relative intensities of heavy elements, since at least
in the one case calculated here, this effect more than
compensates for .the changes caused by relativistic effects.
It is expected that the intensity ratio (74) is more
nearly correct than the non-relativistic value for this
ratio.

Possible influencing effects such as screening

and higher order radiative corrections are expected to
be small.

It is also believed that present experimental

techniques may be capable of detecting this

difference.

The results of such experiments are not available in the
literature.
The second term of the expansion (13) can cause
radiative transitions between atomic states even if the
selection rules of Chapter 11 forbid electric dipole
radiation.

This is obvious because of the additional

angular dependence of this term.

For the processes in
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which we are interested, the probability of such transi
tions is small compared to the electric dipole transi
tion probability.

This may be seen from the following

argument.- We replace j^(kr) by its asymptotic expression
for small kr (this is the same approximation neglecting
retardation as the work of Chapter 11) .

This asymptotic

expression is (Schiff, 4.9)

j.wAr) = 4 r j J r « 1

m

and we observe that the radial integrals of the matrix
elements contain an additional factor kr which is small
in the region where the wave functions are large.
If we replace kr in the integrals by some mean value,
such as A 4* , which replaces r by a length of atomic
z?
dimensions, v/e see that these matrix elements are similar
to those of Chapter 11 except for the factor

, and
3 u

the transition probabilities are multiplied by the square
of this quantity.

This is at best an order of magnitude

estimate, since the radial integral for quadrupole emission
or absorption contains different wave functions from those
of the dipole case.
If, however, this estimate is approximately correct,
the inclusion of quadrupole terms in the calculation of
the integrated cross-section will result in a small in
crease in this quantity.

In view of this, and the evidence

from Chapter 11 that the use of relativistic wave functions
results in no order of magnitude changes in total dipole

transition probability, it would seem a reasonable approxi
mation to use non-relativistic wave functions in the
quadrupole matrix elements.
To be* certain that this approximation is satis
factory, calculations of the quadrupole matrix elements
using relativistic wave functions have been made for very
simple emission processes which avoid the now very labori
ous sum over polarizations and integration over directions
of emission.

The process chosen was emission in the z

direction of a photon, by an atom which in the initial
state had a single vacancy in the K shell.

This re

striction of emission to the z direction permits an
immediate simplification of the quantity
(79)
which is the second term of (13).

Using the sum-rule for

spherical harmonics (Bethe, 33, p 560)

Xt*\
where

V ^ ) - Y W

*

<Tis

the angle between the points

on the unit sphere.

(BO)
(

$)and(-0; <P),

Since k is in the z direction, d - ®

where 0 is the direction of "r, and is one of the variables
of integration of the matrix elements.
Use of the decomposition (23) for o? implies that
the 3 possible states of polarization are linear polari
zation in the z direction and right or left circular
polarization in the xy plane.

The first of these, which

occurs in transitions in which the effective operator,
is

©<£ , cannot accompany emission in the z direction.

V/e restrict our case still further by choosing one of the
other two.

There v/ill then be a unique initial state

(depending, of course, on which K state is vacant) which
can be effective in producing radiation of the definite
properties v/e require.
The selection rules for quadrupole emission are well
known (Blatt 52, Rose 55) and follow from simple opera
tions with the spherical harmonics in the matrix elements.
They may be stated hJi-

#

0, ± l , i Z

f A - * * - 0,

f

with the further restriction that no transitions may occur
between two states with JL = 0.

The most probable transi

tions with a final K state are those which originate in
the 3D subshell.

This is true non-relativistically

(Jacobsohn, 4-7), and must also be true in our case.
The relativistic matrix elements were calculated with
retardation neglected, using the expression (78) and were
compared to equivalent electric dipole transitions.

The

j

matrix elements calculated were
( tv)- 'k | <*- Gt| 3 Of/*, ■>«'= V z ) I*

(81)

and

(82)
where Q is the operator which results from the simplification

(78) and (80) applied to (79).

The results of these cal

culations, which are now very similar to the calculations
needed for Chapter 11, were compared to equivalent simpli
fied electric dipole matrix elements.

The comparison

showed that the quadrupole transition probability was at
most a few percent of the electric dipole from the 3P
subshells, in good agreement v/ith the results of the nonrelativistic calculations of Jacobsohn (Jacobsohn, 47).
The numerical comparisons were muae for lead (Z = 82).
The quadrupole transition probability from the K state to
higher discrete states is therefore expected to contribute
at most a correction of a few percent to the integrated
cross-section, and use of the non-relativistic calculations
can be expected to produce no serious error.
The experimental observation of quadrupole lines in
the K spectra of heavy elements would seem possible, al
though difficult.

The experimental energy difference be

tween the quadrupole und the nearest dipole lines is con
siderably larger than the Dirac theory predicts because of
the effects of screening, (Hill, 52).

The usual spectro

scopic difficulties when observing weak lines in the
presence of much stronger ones v/ould be encountered.

For

lead, there is an experimental energy difference of almost
500 electron volts between the 3P 3/2

^D3/2 she11 which

is very large compared to the resolution of X-ray spectro
meters now in use (DuMond, 49), and also large compared to
the X-ray line

width, which for lead is less than 100
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electron volts.
The results of Chapter 11 on relative intensities
must not be considered an attempt to determine the relative
intensities expected from experiment.

At best they are a

simple check of the numerical computations.

The more re

fined but less complete calculations of Chapter 111 are
probably significantly better estimates.of experimental
results.

The problem of a consistent rtlativistic treat

ment of the many electron atomic problem is by no means
closed, and calculations similar to those of Chapter 111,
together with good experimental neasurements of X-ray
intensities

might aid in distinguishing between simple

relativistic effects and the much more complex problem of
the interactions of the electrons.

«

CHAPTER IV
INTEGRATED ABSORPTION CROSS-SECTIONS
The integrated cross-section for absorption with

,

transitions between bound states is given by equation
(11).

The matrix elements for absorption by an ion with

all electrons removed except for one K electron are
identical with those for X-ray emission which have been
calculated in Chapter 11, or in the more accurate calcu
lations of Chapter 111.

To be consistent with the re

mainder of the thesis we will calculate the integrated
cross-section first using the matrix elements of Table
9

.11 for electric dipole, without retardation.

The effect

of further refinements, including retardation corrections
and quadrupole transitions on the integrated cross-section
will then be discussed.
In terms of the oscillator strength the cross-section
is given by (25).

This equation is valid for oscillator

strengths, when defined relativistically by (12) or nonrelativistic ally by (22) for any radiative matrix element,
including the higher multipole terms.

As stated in

Chapter 1, it is also valid for transitions in which the
final state of the electron is one of the states of the
positive energy continuum.

For the photo-electric effect,

the derivation of (25) requires that one use in the matrix
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element a positive energy wave function which is normal
ized per energy interval, and, in terms of this matrix
element define an oscillator density per energy interval.
The summation over final states is then replaced by an
integral with respect to the energy of the photon ab
sorbed.
This procedure is not the only method of arriviig
at a photo-electric cross-section.

It is also possible

to use positive energy wave functions which have been
normalized in some large volume (Heitler 54, Schiff 49) •
In the photo-electric effect one can discuss the absorpt
ion probability for an individual photon, and using
equation (1) derive this quantity with M(E) now being
the density of final electron states.

An absorption

cross-section may then be defined in terms of this tran
sition probability.

The cross-section so defined must

obviously be identical with that given by (25).

This

second derivation is discussed in some detail in section
21 of Heitler*s book (Heitler, 54) with references to
several theoretical calculations of this cross-section.
The first method, using energy normalized wave functions,
is used non-relativistically by Bethe (Bethe, 33) and
Jacobsohn (Jacobsohn, 47).

A reLativistic treatment using

this method is given by Hall (Hall, 36).

The derivations

actually used for the calculations will be discussed in
more detail later.
For the calculations of integrated cross-section, it

is convenient to use M.ar as the unit of energy ana the
barn (1 barn = 10’"^' cm^) as the unit of cross-section.
In these units, and including the factor 1/3 from the
average over polarizations, equation (11) becomes
0 ^ =

37. 3 7?

|(« 13 11) | * IA m - B a i n s

(33)

and equation (25) is
(84)
In what’follows we use (83) to calculate the cross-section
for these transitions for which we have calculated the
relativistic matrix elements, and (84) for dipole tran
sitions to shells higher than the H shell and to estimate
the effects of inclusion of the quadrupole terms and the
retardation correction.

For the dipole transitions to

higher shells the non-relativistic oscillator strengths
tabulated by Bethe (Bethe, 33) are used.

For the quadru

pole terms, the non-relativistic calculations of quadru
pole oscillator strengths of Jacobsohn (Jacobsohn, 47) are
used.

The work of Jacobsohn includes not only the calcu-

lation of the oscillator strengths r

for the most

probable transitions, but also a sum rule for all quadru
pole transitions.

This rule is given by the equation
(85)

where
state.

is the principle quantum number of the initial
The only quadrupole transitions accompanying

absorption by a K electron are those with final states
whose orbital angular momentum is

Jt -

2.

Non-

relativistieally there is no difference between D 3/2 an{*

D ^/2 states, and one therefore combines the transitions
to these levels, and calculates, as Jacobsohn has done,
the oscillator strengths for transitions from IS to nD
subshells.

The values of the oscillator strengths which

apply to our problem are given in Table Vlll.

TABLE Vlll
QUADRUPOLE OSCILLATOR STRENGTHS
Transition

,
(Mev-Barns)

IS

3D

-rAt.*,0?
(2<*)
8.789

-tAx/°3

IS

4D

4*349

1.557

.171

IS

5D

2.342

.838

.092

IS

6D

1.387

.497

.055

IS

7D

.8842

.317

.035

IS

8D

.5970

.214

.023

IS

9D

.4213

.151

.016

IS

10D

.3092

.110

.012

4jt

3.150

.346

1

r=.750

The values in the second column are the results of the
non-relativistic calculation of quadrupole oscillator
strengths from Jacobsohn (Jacobsohn, 47).
column are the numerical values of
The fourth column contains cross-section

In. the third

for lead (Z = 82).
^or ^eac^
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given by (84) .

In Table IX are given the values fatl and

0~Qfo for dipole transitions.

For transitions from lS^/2

to 11P 3/2 an<* 1®l/2 to ^ 1 / 2 f°r n - 4> the numerical values
of the matrix elements for lead (Z = 82) have been taken
from Table. 11, and <Ei. determined from equation (83).
For the IS to nP transitions (n £ 5) the non-relativistic
oscillator strengths have been taken from Bethe (Bethe,
33).

There are tables of these dipole oscillator strengths

in Jacobsohn*s thesis, with more significant figures given,
but these indicate a disagreement of 9 percent in the
value of

(IS - 5f) between the two tables.

Recalcu

lation of this quantity indicate Bethe*s value to be cor
rect, and this value has been used here.
Table Vlll the value of

V/e also give in

for the two transitions for

which the relativistic retardation correction is known.
The sum of the numbers in the second column of Table
IX represents the cross-sections integrated to the energy
required to cause a transition to the IIP subshell. Since
the (T (E) curve in the region of energy where discrete
transitions occur is a series of very sharp discrete peaks,
whose widths, at least to n = 5 are small compared to their
separation in energy, the integrated cross-section in this
region is a step-function.
of the K X-ray lines.

The.steps occur at the energies

It is, however, very difficult to

represent these steps on a reasonable scale, so the total
effect of discrete transitions will be considered to be
an additive constant to the integrated photo-electric
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TABLE IX
DIPOLE ABSORPTION CROSS-SECTION FOR LEAD

Transition

fat,

Mev-Barns

(Retarded)
Mev-Barns

IS1/2

2Pl/2‘

.1122

12.31

12.30

1Sl/2

2P3/2

•230°

• 25,23

21,37

lsl/2

3El/2

.01745

1.915

lsl/2

3P3/2

.0476.

5.224

iS'i/g

4P1/2

.00597

.655

1Sl/2

^p 3/2

.0175

.1.922

1-42

IS

5P

-0139

IS

6P

.0078

.856

IS

7P

.0048

.523

IS

8P

.0032

.349

IS

9P

.0022

.243

IS

10P

.0016

.176

E

= 50.328
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cross-section.
V/e have from Table IX

s °' *3

Mc,/“ ® A *N%

(86)

>»-/
If v/e wish to include the contributions due to discrete
transitions to higher levels, we have in Bethe»s work
(Bethe, 33) an asymptatic expression for the nonrelativistic oscillator strengths for such transitions.

-f (15-> » P ) =

/.4-vu"3

j

-vi

The Reimann Zeta-function §(z) is defined (Jahnke, 45,
P269)
OO

I

-J i

wl.

(88)
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and from the tables,
$131=

(89)

The formula (87) is quite accurate for nilO, and
if we subtract from (89) the partial sura

I

^

<*»

we can include the small contribution from all higher
discrete states.
U
and

[

V/e get from this
-i-

L-yiJ
V *// ‘

= . oo 7 /

6

(91)

use (84) v/e have
(7^(l5-vip)=
•>i- //

.7 5

M ev -

(92)

combining (86) and (92) v/e have
£
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<r (IS— * -vip) =

Mev-

8/i*/vs

(93)

>1*2
which is the dipole absorption cross-section, integrated
to the K series limit, 101.7 kev.
If we use the values of cross-section obtained with
inclusion of the effects of retardation in the.two strongest
transitions, this integrated

cross-section is reduced

7.6 percent to

(94)
The effects of including retardation in the transition
to higher discrete states can at present only be esti
mated.

It is expected that the change in each of the

contributing terms will give about the same percentage
reduction as was produced in the total contribution from
the IS - 2P transitions.

Since the IS

- 2P transitions

contribute more than half the integrated cross section to
discrete states, we would expect retardation corrections
to result in less than 10 percent reduction in the
quantity (94).

Since the transitions between discrete

states make up about half the total integrated crosssection, the total effect of retardation might be as large
Retardation effects have been
included in the photo-electric effect cross-section we
will use.

The non-relativistic calculation of Jacobsohn

(Jacobsohn, 47) tends to support the general conclusion

that retardation corrections are several percent of the
total integrated cross-section.

He has calculated, and

gives a sum-rule for, a correction term which is an approxi
mation to our retardation correction.

His calculation

was made with non-relativistic wave-functions, and is
probably applicable at best to low Z, and transitions to
shells of principle quantum number greater than 4 or 5.
It is certainly accurate only to terms of order (Z °< ) .
This sum-rule is given by Jacobsohn as
D|90L6 CattecriON )

For our case, with Z = 82 and n^ = 1 this would result in
a reduction of

of about 5 percent.

The inclusion of the non-relativistic quadrupole
cross-sections from Table 711 will result in a small
(1.4$) increase of (93).

We will ignore both quadrupole

and retardation corrections, and use (93) as the crosssection integrated to the K series limit.
' There are available several theoretical evaluations
o f 'the photo-electric cross-section, each having different
regions and ranges of usefulness.

The simplest is that

given by Heitler (Heitler, 5A> sec* 21).

Using non-

relativistic perturbation theory, including the retardation
ta
)
factor G
, but approximating the final electron
wave function by a free electron wave function (the Born
approximation), he arrives at a formula for cross-section
per K electron

In this equation

<% is the cross-section for very low

energy scattering by free electrons and is given by
(97)
and I is the non-relativistic binning energy of a K
electron.

In view of the use of non-relativistic quantum

mechanics, it cannot be applied to elements of high Z, or
to transitions for which the final energy is comparable
to 7yic1.

The use of the Born approximation requires that

the energy of the ejected electron be large compared to
the binding energy.
A calculation by Stobbe (Stobbe, 30), also nonrelativistic, used positive energy Coulomb wave functions,
but replaces the retardation factor by 1.

This calcu

lation is only valid for low atomic number and small pho
ton energies.

The result of this calculation is to multiply

(96) by the factor "f

, where,

11 a

, .

P

(98)
and

where v the velocity of the electron far from the nucleus
in the final state.
A relativistic calculation has been made by Sauter
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(Sauter, 31).

In this paper use has been made of the Born

approximation, and (j? «)* has been neglected where it
appears in the parameters of the Dirac wave function.
This calculation is therefore valid only for low Z and
for final electron energies large compared to I.

The re

sult may be expressed by

(100)

where

(101)
A relativistic calculation by Hall (Hall, 36) uses
an approximation for the final electron wave function
which is superior to the Born approximation.

Unlike the

relativistic Born approximation this approximation does
not require that Z be small.
tains the

This calculation also re

Z terms in the bound state wave functions and

is valid for all atomic numbers, but only for photon
energies such that

B >7

.

This restriction is pro

bably too strong, since Hall’s formula appears to agree
fairly well with experiment even in the region
His formula may be expressed

where

£ ~

.

R=

1 + [ 4 0 - z « x )v- 1 ] 'jr*'

(103)

Another relativistic calculation by Hulme and his
coworkers (Hulme, 35), consists in expanding into multi
poles, calculating the matrix elements including retar
dation for each multipole making a significant contri
bution to the cross-section, and adding them together.
For large photon energies the multipole expansion does
not converge very rapidly, and this makes a great amount
of numerical work necessary, which becomes overwhelming
for very large photon energies.

The exact, unscreened

Coulomb relativistic wave functions are used throughout.
The .calculation has been made for three values of atomic
number (Z = 26, .50, 84) and for two photon energies at
each atom.

(E = .354 Mev end 1.13 Mev).

The effects of

screening have been included only to the extent that the
potential has been changed by an additive constant to make
the binding energies agree with experiment.

Combining

these numerical values with Sauter's formula (100) for
Z = 0 and Hall’s formula (102) for all Z and very high
photon energies, complete curves for all Z may be obtained
by interpolation.

These results apply to all energies

which are larger than the lower limit of the numerical
calculation (.354 Mev).
In the compilation of the points of the crosssection curve, Miss White (White, 54) used the formula
of Hall (102) for the high energy portion of the curve.
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In the intermediate region she used the numerical calcu
lation of Hulme, et al.

For the lowest energy points,

she has used the formula of Sauter (100) multiplied by
the function f « ) of Stobbe (98).

The justification for

this mixing of relativistic and non-relativistic formulae
is essentially experimental (Segre, 52).

The results of

her computation are given in Table X and are shown in
Figure 5.

Segre1s book also contains a summary of photo

effect calculations and useful curves of £ ^
Sauter’s formula.

and of

The principle uncertainties in this

curve are unfortunately in the low energy region, where
the contribution to the integrated cross-section is greatest.
It is very difficult at present to estimate the theoretical
validity of the formula used for computing this part' of
the curve.

It is in this region that the effects of

screening would be most pronounced, and the experimental
agreement which justified the use of the Sauter-Stobbe
formula, was obtained with almost neutral lead atoms where • "
the shielding is present.

It is thus difficult to justify

the use of this formula for a highly ionized atom.
The integrated photo-electric cross-section was- ob
tained by numerical integration of this curve, beginning
at 100 kev (the theoretical binding energy of an unscreened
K electron in lead is 101.7 kev).

To this integral v/as

added the integrated cross-section (95) due to discrete
transitions.

The results of this integration are given

in Table XI, where v/e give values of
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TABLE X
PHOTO-ELECTRIC CROSS-SECTION FOR LEAD
Energy
(Mev)
______
.088

CrossSection
(Barns)
1098

Energy
(Mev)
3.0

CrossSection
(Barns)
T518

.100

788

4.0

.364

.150

266

5.0

.280

.200

121

6.0

.228

.30

41.4

8.0

.166

.40

20.0

10

.130

.50

11.8

15

.0849

.60

7.73

20

.0628

.80

4-17

30

.0413

1.00

2.73

40

.0308

1.5

1.35

50

.0246

2.0

.890

These are the results of Miss White*s computations as dis
cussed in the text.

cr
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Figure 5»

The photo-electric cross-section for an ion of lead Pb
points are the theoretical computations of Miss White.
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The

TABLE XI
INTEGRATED PHGTO-ELECTRIC CROSS-SECTION

.w
,_
f cr-dE
\ C7" ct fc
W
J
Jo
(Mev)(Mev-Barns)
(Mev-Barns)

.100

-

51.6

.200

32.17

83.59

.4-00

42.18

93.60

.700

45.28

96.70

1.00

46.41

98.56

2.0

47.89

99.31

4.0

48.98

100.4

7.0

49.75

101.2

10.0

50.12

101.5

16.0

50.72

102.1

20.0

51.00

102.4

50.0

52.13

103.5

r
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<r(£)clt=

/Oft

(104-)

and
j

>

S j l E U e 't

-

for several values of V/.

(105)

Figure Vl shows graphically

the integrated cross-section (105).
If we take the limit of Hall's formula as
large, which may be done by ignoring the

E growsvery

term with E~^ in

R, it would appear that the cross-section has an E-^ de
pendence at large E.

If this dependence is correct, the

integrated cross-section does not converge.

There is con

siderable theoretical uncertainty concerning this di
vergence, and we resort to the simple expedient of stopping
the integration at some arbitrary upper limit.

The numbers

of Table XI indicate that the integrated cross-section is
insensitive to the choice of this upper limit, so long as
it is greater than a few Mev.
It is in just this region of energy

that effects

other than jjhoto-electric absorption begins to dominate
the absorption cross-section.

Of these, the most im

portant is the process of pair production, which begins
at a threshold of 1.02 Mev and increases rapidly v/ith in
creasing energy.

For an element of high atomic number,

the absorption due to pair formation predominates at all
energies greater than 4 or 5 Mev.

This rapid increase

of cross-section with energy is correct to energies of

(MEV-BARNS)

100

80

60

ct-(E)

dE

40

20

0
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W
Figure 6.
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Integrated relativistic photo-electric cross-section.

100

<3
VjO
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300 Mev by actual experimental verification, and if we ;
utilize the evidence of the order of magnitude agreement
of cascade theory v/ith phenomena of cosmic ray showers,
it appears valid at the highest energies known.

There is

no evidence that the integrated total cross-section (in
cluding pair production) converges.
Since the process of pair production completely
masks the small photo-electric cross-section experimentally,
we are at least experimentally justified in resorting to
choosing an upper limit in the integration of (T .

The con

vergence of the integrated cross-section predicted by the
theory of Gell-Mann et al (Gell-Mann, 5-4) requires the use
of a similar cut-off in the energy region where extreme
relativistic effects such as pair production become pre
dominant.

V/ith our choice of upper limit, or any other

reasonable choice, we observe a fairly close but somewhat
uncertain numerical agreement between the relativistic
and non-relativistic integrated photo-electric crosssections.

for a summed non-relativistic dipole oscillator

strength of unity, the expected integrated cross-section
is
(104)

r
The relativistic result is

’So
0~(E) cl£ s
Jf

1 0 3 . 5 /tyev- 3

(

1

0

5

)

as shor;n in Table IX, Retardation for Discrete Transitions,
would reduce (105) by at. least 4 percent and probably not
more than 15 percent.

The inclusion of quadrupole and

higher multipole orders for discrete transitions would
increase it slightly, probably not more than 3 percent.
One other principle uncertainty is caused by lack of know
ledge of the accuracy of the cross-section calculations
at energies close to the K series limit when applied to
this atomic model.

Other equally reasonable choices of

cross-section calculations (Davisson, 52) might be made
which would result in changes of about 10 per cent in this
region of energy.
The theoretical reasoning of Gell-Mann et al (Gell-Mann,
54) would require that (104) and (105) be identical.

It

is difficult to estimate at present whether further re
finements of these preliminary calculations would improve
the numerical agreement.

APPEHD1X A
The formalism and notation of the Dirac equation for
relativistic wave mechanics used throughout this work
follows v/ith minor exceptions, that of Sections 7 and 9
of Bethe’s article in the Handbuch der Physik (Bethe, 33) •
Reference will be made in this Appendix to specific
equations from that v/ork.

Equations in this section v/ill

be numbered sequentially, followed by the number of the
most nearly equivalent equation in Bethe’s article.
The exact form of the wave equation used is

[E+e + ' p E . ^ t

t

Ax ) ^ = 0

In this equation E is the total energy including the rest
energy E0, <|) is the scalar potential, A^ the lc’th com
ponent of the vector potential, pk is the momentum oper
ator, Pfc = -i,t. JL. > and
and B are the Dirac matrices.
a**.
These quantities are 4 x 4 matrices, and, as is customary,
we choose a representation in which £

is diagonal.

The

index k represents a set of Cartesian axes and 1, 2, 3
may also be x, y, z.

The explicit form of these matrices

is

The function (|J is a 4 component Spinor (Bade, 53) and may
be written
76
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(108)

Y -

where the u ’s are functions of position, time and mo
mentum (or energy).

The operation of a matrix on a

spinor, where the matrix must operate to the right, re
sults in another spinor, whose components are given by

K

= £ (^)p«- ‘/Jr

(109>

I... H

p being the matrix row index and (T the column indes.
The asterisk, applied to a spinor means Hermitean con
jugate, i. e.
U,

(110)

where the asterisk applied to a function u means simply
complex conjugation.

The rule for multiplication of a

conjugate spinor with a spinor is

V

^

a

(111)

The quantities <X

are undefined.

For our purposes we desire those solutions of
equation (106) which represent a single electron moving
in a Coulomb potential about a fixed point nucleus.
implies in (106) that

and each

= 0.

This

This

problem is solved exactly in Bethe’s article, and we omit
the details here.

For convenience in tabulating the

functions several parameters are introduced.

The functions

may be tabulated in terms of four quantum numbers:

The

principle quantum number n, the orbital angular momentum
quantum number X , the total angular momentum quantum
number j, and the magnetic quantum number m, representing
the Z component of the total angular momentum.

Other

auxiliary parameters are defined in terms of these and
the atomic number Z.
We find two distinct types of wave function, depending
on the relation between

X and

j.

We shall refer to them

as Type A, in which j = J l \ % and type B, in which
j = X - $.

The components for type A wave functions are

given in terms of X

and m and the radial wave functions

£ pnrl a Tw

(112)
(9.3)

F o r type B wave functions they are

(113)

A - -m ■» ' M 'h
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There are no type B wave functions for A

= 0.

The X's

appearing are, as usual, spherical harmonics (Bethe, 33,
p 275) *nd

f and g will be defined later.

The nomenclature throughout this work will be as
follows.

An electronic state requires four quantum

numbers for its description.

A component of a spectral

line results from transitions between two states.

All

states which have the principal quantum number n in
common will be considered to make up a shell, and the
sub-shells will be divided on the basis of orbital
angular momentum and the levels within a shell will be
divided on the basis of total angular momentum.

An X-ray

line results from transitions between two levels.

A

level will be described.by three quantum numbers, as nlj,
for example the 2P 3/2 level where n = 2, A - 1, j = 3/2.
The usual spectroscopic designation for orbital angular
momentum, i.e. S, P, D. F, ... for
will be used.

= 0 , 1, 2, 3 .

X-ray lines will be designated following

Compton and Allison (Compton, 35, P 630) v/ith the exception
that we shall distinguish the two lines which make up their
KjS 2

using a prime to designate the higher energy line.

(See Table V of Chapter 11).

We shall also follow Compton

and Allison in designation of the shells, i.e. K, L, M,
and N for n = 1, 2, 3,
Since the transition probabilities to the K shell be
come smaller rapidly as n increases, we shall content our
selves with calculation of the wave functions for the first

four shells only.

The parameters required for them

are given in Table Xll.

We shall tabulate in Plates 1A

through VIA the radial eigenfunctions f and g for all
levels of the first four shells.
in terms of the parameter p

The functions are given
-1
= 2ZraQ where aQ is the first

Bohr orbit for hydrogen and Z is the atomic number.

We

have used the symbol o< v/ith no subscript or vector sign
to represent the fine structure constant « *

a1

.

This

should not be confused v/ith the Dirac matrices which in
variably have subscripts or vector signs.
The radial v/ave functions are given by

r'/.N- Yrw^o X i-6_ I*?\3/* i
t ip* - -

W n o m o \**ol

[*n‘ F (-*»'+*, **■*'; f> ) + (

no*

Y '*£—

VI I F(-yi‘
,

/o)J

(4rT^lPV~‘

C9-37)
(115)

£.•*' F(

p)+(N-Vl)F(-y»^Jr^p)J

The symbol T appearing designates the usual P function
(Jahnke, 45, P 14) an[i the F designates the confluent
hypergeometric function (Jahnke, 45, p 275) •

For n» a

positive integer or zero, which is true in our case,
these functions are polynomials in p .

In the tabulation

presented the terms in the crickets have been collected
in powers of p and written then as a single polynomial.
In addition we have used the identity
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TABLE XI1
THE PARAMETERS APPEARING IN THE DIRAC RADIAL EIGEN
FUNCTIONS
The symbol designating the parameter, the name where
applicable, and the equation defining it are given, The
numbers of the equations are from Bethe’s Handbuch article.
p

€

:

The energy of a level in units of

me
(9.34)

N:

The apparent principal quantum number
(9.35)

n*:

The radial quantum number
n' =

(9.28)

-n- M .

v'.* - ( j ■*•/«), i » A * ‘I*.
(9.9)

=

l;w,\

; . A - ‘/t

Ji* IMI» j-*'A

(9.28)
(9 .22)

IS/*; **a|/*s°, js Yz t

, Ji=lj 71=0, N-N,j u n lt e-e, Type A

{ lf> -

W'

[ * * ']

G ftfw d iS F lte ft*

2S i/a j

0 ; j= yZ; H ^ - l ,

I * ? 1] .

A sl,yC~4 j N* NztY=-*0 e= Type A

f(f) = " ( f t l ^ B r - T O S !

jc

¥**<+0 lft^+()

f^i- ( S t f f e L l f T ^ r

Vrui.+o h N z(Nz*t)

ZP'/2 ;

n -z ,

X’l,j= %

* f - ( f e

f ^

,

r

(% j L

2W

^ % *(£),r'f Hz -

j vl» i , .£ =
) ^

?lzfu L \r r l \ h * z -

‘

i,V --1
« *

r<u« r
PLATE IA. DIRAC RADIAL EIGENFUNCTIONS

L

«Z

J

.e. 1

J

N» N3 , *=*,, 6= ^ , T ype B
[ N<.

(* £ ) £ J

2Pyz j -n-z, A-i, j ’ Vz; V.--Z , ^ ’ Z, n'=°, N‘ Na

w

-

* * -

3Sjj;

G

t

l

H

^ - i t A=i j t»'= 2 , N=Nt , 1*1,6**4, Type A

« • ■

JfV

3-fViJ

r h j

' W vruv,+iY fT
i=^

f

Type A

Vv/^CVO

W C g Y t4/)gy,^2)
^ 2) i

W V i m ^ j

PLATE IIA

r

M"

* - [ , A 9)j

n

If^MvCVO

V

*'*1 /

^

N ' Nf, *'*1, *-*¥,

' w ' L
v

ip

ftf- (w.+mm^dj

wlzi.-nj
w -? - i £ . i i h d \ +

*wJf L

DIRAC RADIAL EIGENFUNCTIONS

tyUl+'J

Type B

M/— i

i

N1~ W,-n)(21,+2) J

J

j-% /

JfZt x'a| ,

N=r|^

£5

Txf£ A

g f * ]
Jlp)' ( ^ ^ & - l ^ , /,4,t1D""['*5*'- f g H ]
■n* 3/ ^ J = % , \t- zj X = z t

Ns j X- ' f j J

T ypfB

jgf*]

W ’

^ T pE v TT

j f W \ V U - 3 - Hs -2 .A.1

$£/ L s i ^ T A j

A/- Nt , Y-I,, «-£, ,

3«* j *»i,>*, j,*

U * *]
,

w

"

■
‘" ^ t-^ iv j]

t>LATE IDA. DIRAC RADIAL EIGENFUNCTIONS

Type

A

4-Sytj

•P(p) = -

r,

j-

*•-!, N«Nt, »*/,, €•€,

YFflvo
L
’

-

rr

4

3_pJli,+ 3 \ +_________ i+£________ o }

M, \2 1 ,* l

) r ( 2t,-n )

/

/ V (21SI)(21,*2)

VT^

(n T /

f N,-2 ~ lA(iJii) + 1 $ 1
L

A f,\» » ,♦ » /

H i * 1________ 1

(2 Y ,+ l)(Z » .* ^ /(2 < +,) J

f « « ! ( « ,+ /)

tL

1 5 * U Y ,* l|(2 T ,* Z )

fi!

n-,+1

^

vf&Tir rr

j f l& V fl.V 'H 1 /

w

T

/V,5 (2 T ,+ /)[2 T ,* 2 )(2 ir ,< j ) J

4P&; -*=1, J-’i, j* ft, *»(, Jt=i, ■»'* 3, N*NiJ Y*V,,6’’ *-i
- f ( p ) = _ / Z l ^ V t i l f / K M * 2 )(2 T ,* t)

Type A

. .t,-‘ ■)/ ,. «, (-£)

( | A ) ^ Y . * < U i l 1j2)fZ T f« » )
T /«,•*«

}(f)-

i,

Type

B

I-6 -,

Iwi-n
j

F A f ,+ 2 I

PLATE I2A .

2fr(*l±L)
tfl\2rlili

+ l o 1 _ _ _ _ Wj
I f f (21,tl\(2 X,*2)

DIRAC RADIAL EIGENFUNCTIONS

P?
N l~ l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
w (•*»■+') U Y ,+ 2}( 2r.-*3) J

PLATE

YA.

DIRAC

RADIAL

EIG EN FU N C T IO N S
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$

■»*«,*•*, j»%.

w '

W

*

W

i

J"*, w»i, N*fy> I* *»> 6*€f •

^

'

^

[

v

,- * G G 9 ]

K»3,Jk3,»'•» , N=Wn

jif” w r s s r i g i f r - A

PLATE

N-W,.y f-T,,

^W-tr1k* *]
YIA.

Tyre 3

w v « - « ^ i ]

4-Fj/i J **«, A* 3, j-7/a ,

,tpl‘

"*’YI>e A

DIRAC RADIAL EIGENFUNCTIONS

Type A
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P ( ^ D

=

x rex)

to reduce the number of P

(116)

functions appearing in (114)

and (115) to one.
Since € is a number close to one and somewhat smaller
than one, it is clear that f is much smaller than g.

We

follow Bethe and call those components of the wave
function containing f the small components, and those
containing g the large components.

In the limit as

0( £ - + 0 , the functions g(r) must approach the nonrelativistic radial wave functions.

The tabulated

functions have been checked in this manner against the
equations (3.18) in Bethe.
The complete v/ave functions are obtained by com
bining the tabulated wave functions v/ith whichever of
equations (112) or (113) applies.

For tabulating the wave

functions of the first four shells we need four different
parameters 8 ,

We denote them by subscripts.

Since

Y.A'and

all states

v/ith equal j have equal values of ff .

The

applicable values of j are 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, and

The wave functions require 10 values of N and E, also

designated

by subscripts.

The equations used for compu

tation of N and G~, and the states to which each applies
is given in Table Xlll.

The numerical values for the

various atoms of those quantities necessary in the com
putation of the transition probabilities are given in
Appendix B.
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TABLE XI1X
the parameters n and

6

The defining equations, and the ten values of N are
given. To each N corresponds an £ . The states to which
each N apply are also given. The numbers of the equations
refer to Bethe*s article.
N =
6=

^
£l-

(9.34)

Nx = 1

lsl/2
'/z

m2

= [ili+M]

N3 = 2

2Si/2,

2Pl/2

2P3/2

=

[S+

n5 =

[Si

4*,]

‘/ z

3Sl/2> 3Pl/2
3P3/2> 3D3/2

N6 = 3

%

(9.35)

3D5/2

|'/z
= [/*+ 4*,1

4Si /2, ^ 1 / 2

N8 =

4

#*3/2* ^ 3 / 2

Ng =

4— >2^3

4d 5/2> ^ 5 / 2

Nio = 4

4F 7/2

APPENDIX B
MATHEMATICAL ADDENDA
The first part of this section contains the evaluation
of .the radial integrals appearing in trie dipole matrix
elements of Chapter 11, and the numerical values of the
parameters

involved in these matrix elements.

We re

strict ourselves to the case where the final.state is a K
state.

The matrix elements we require are those of

equations (4-4) and (45) and the integrals to he performed
are

(120)
and

The radial wave functions are tabulated in Appendix
A.

In each of these integrals the wave functions with

subscript a are K wave functions.

Equation (120) applies

to transitions from type A initial states, so the wave
functions

in it are restricted by the selection rules

to those for n P ^ g levels.
tral for n = 2, 3 and 4*

We shall evaluate this inteEquation (121) applies to tran

sitions" from Type B initial states, and the selection
rules restrict these states to ^ 1 / 2 states.
evaluate this integral for n = 2, 3 and 4 .

We also
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We will then use the integrals in equations (44) and
(45) to determine the matrix elements and tabulate these
matrix elements in terms of the parameters given in Table
Xll and others v/hich we introduce in this section.

We

tabulate also the numerical values of these parameters.
The numerical values of the matrix elements are found in
Table 11.

We will also describe a method for checking

the relativistic matrix elements against the equivalent
non-relativistic matrix elements.

Each matrix element

derived in this section has been checked in this fashion.
Since the radial wave functions are tabulated in
terms of the parameter p =■ 2 B r
, it is easiest to trans
it
a.o
form the
integrals(120) and (121) into thisform.
This
may be done by the relation

r Vr--[||]3p'ftp

<122>

The limits of integration remain unchanged.
Since the hypergeometric functions which appear in
the wave functions are so similar, no confusion results
if v/e let

ay+i, ? ) = f (-»’■)

(123>

This results in considerable shortening of theequations
v/hich follow.

The K v/ave functions have a particularly

simple form, in that the hypergeometric func tions in them
reduce to constants; ana using
XA for the lS^/g states

•

= 1 v/e have from Plate
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f (oU

VT"£t

U J YruvH) I *

V*

r *>

L-2j

(124)

(125)
Equation (1^:0) may then be written in general form, using
equation (115) ana tne fact that all P 3/2 levels have
and Vi = -2.

with

The brackets in (126) are polynomials in p , and may be
extracted from the P 3/2 wave functions in Plates 1A to
VIA of Appendix a.
In the same manner, ;.e may write equation (121),
using the fact that all P 1/2 wave functions have
and > 1 = 1 and the fact that j = 1/2, as

(128)

j"(4-0) F(--Vj)

4

Fl-*i

)\

Where for convenience we have introducted the parameters
(129)
and
(130)
The brackets appearing in (128) may be calculated from
the defining equation of the hypergeometric func tion
(Jahnke, 45, P 275) or may be obtained with some simple
algebraic manipulation from the wave functions of Appendix
A.

It also may be written as a polynomial in n, involving

the parameters A, B, W* and
The two equations (126) and (l2o) are very similar
in nature, and consist of a sum of terms of the general
form

They may be integrated, using the definition of the

F

function (Jahnke, 45, P 20)

In equation (126) the highest power of p which appears
in any of the brackets is the second, and the only values
of x which must be considered are

Xs

-n,

(133)

The integration may be performed term by term, and the
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identity (116) used to reduce the argument of each P
+ V44J) .

function to

Each term Y/ill then have the

common factor

NjflV

ZN'

(134)

T U i + v o

'

which may be factored and combined with the constant K.
The resulting equations are to be squared and multiplied
by

^ j4l

=f0

(135)

to obtain the matii.x. elements (.44) •
are omitted.

The algebraic details

The results of this computation are given

in Table XIV.
The integration of equation (128) is done in a
similar manner.
X*

Equation (133) is replaced by

J2Y,+ >i

= d,

2J 3

(136)

and equation (134) by
^

‘

) r U Y . 4/)

(137)

When we apply (116) to the quantity

of equation (128) we obtain an exact cancellation of the

P

functions from these integrals.

The results of this
I
4
calculation are squared and multiplied by JJjJij ~ 3*
to give the matrix elements of (45)•
in Table XV.

These are tabulated
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TABLE XIV
DIPOLE MATRIX ELEMENTS
These are the dipole matrix elements as given by
equation (44.). They are given for each v & y/i initial
state in terms of parameters defined in Appendix A and
the auxiliary parameter.
A ‘=

0- 0 0 * 0

32-N'(N'42)

2P->/*•

IS'/* ;

, N'- N i * Z

4 • z 3(,' ^ , 2 > a' r * u « m o
p ^ v o r W )

3Pvt— * IS*/* ; e1*

m.*v i
r,/i
( 1^1 )«*•«.+■) L
1

N'-N,
a Y,+I

N.

[

Ns + I -

2 tNg*2) (jj,+ Ht-n)
(<M0

/(?1h—>Is'/* ;
X;>2CY,+YL+2.)
3 *

(gym*ya)
^

2

jeTfa.+/

e'j , N‘= N3
a*

r t w o

r^vor^u/)
(vuii)

/y/v l
(N^pTv^)
*\
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Table

xv

DIPOLE MATRIX ELEMENTS
These are the matrix elements given by equation (45)
They are given for each n P w ^ initial state
in terms of
parameters defined in Appendix a and the auxiliary
quantities A and B (equations
(17) and (18) Appendix B).

IS',*

j

«'■«*,

N<-

-26 ■*NZ(A+Q)~ 2{N2-i)(AiB)
IN,HI.)

3 P.,2 ->

-4

| S Vi

;

e ‘,

M-6H

Ny

■V q

(n v + »)

(tint))*-

;

€ * £,

4.
3

N '--

6 («!*,)•«*.-»*

, N'= N'7 .

3(d-«) + (N,-i)(/I+s)
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The equivalent non-relativistic matrix elements for
a transition from an 11P subshell to the IS shell are given
(Bethe, 33) by the relation

The P3/2 transitions make up 2/3 of this and the Pl/2
make up 1/3.

We would therefore expect our matrix elements

to approach 2/3 of (139) for P3/2 and 1/3 of (139) for
Pl/2 transitions in the non-relativistic limit.

We may

take this limit for most of the parameters by simply
letting

0 .

The only •exceptions to this rule are

the quantities A, B, and A'.

This may be seen by writing

each parameter of Table Xll using the binomial expansion
in powers of
large compared to

.

In each case there is a leading term
in the limit <*2

0

We get the

following limiting expressions for our parameters.

N x .N,-^

N s ~*3

Since in this limit, each 6 tends to 1, and the quantities
A, B, and A* contain factors 1 - 6 , it is necessary to
retain the first term containing ocfT , but we drop higher
powers of this quantity.
non-relativistic limits

In this manner we get for our

o<2

8

32N'(N'+2)
Also, using the fact that
n ^ o

-

vi/ ^

(142)

"Vi

we get in this limit
XI ( 'f.i’t'Yx’H )
r(3Y(+ i ) n a ^ i )
Using

of£ —i 0

^

(143)

^

these limiting values, it is easy to show that the

tabulated matrix elements converge to (130) with n = lim N*
in (139).
In order to evaluate these matrix elements, iL is
necessary to evaluate for each atom the various parameters
appearing.

The defining equations are in Table Xll.

For

several atoms ranging in atomic number from 29 to 100 the
values of these parameters are given in Table XVI.
In addition to the energies € we need the transition
energies, which are the energy differences between the
levels involved in the transition.

In Table XVII we give

these energies in kev for each X-ray line for which we
have calculated the matrix elements.

Also given are the

non-relativistic values for these energies.

We identify

the non-relativistic transition by indicating the initial

TABLE XVI
PASAL3T3R3 AFP2ARIHC- IK THE DIPOLS IM I X SIHEHTS

aroue HU43ER

;i

29

47

5o

79

32

.977354

.939351

.912700

.817124

.301233

.633770

1.983774

1.970376

1.957310

1.915122

1.903396

1.862133

W
z
N*
N*
n7

1.986645

1.969442

1.955863

1.906371

1.393016

1.835086

2.984364

2.959291

■2.941224

-

2.364425

2.731201

2.996256

2.990109

2.985904

-

2.969303

2.953637

3.982979

3.954251

3.933930

-

3.843033

3.755345

Nt
*.

3.994333

3.985160

3.978349

-

3.953933

3.930462

.977354

.939351

.912700

.317124

.801233

.663770

.994322

.984721

.977931

.953185

.949003

.917543

.994337

.985183

.973905

.957561

.954198

.931067

.99743/,

.993262

.990302

-

.977939

.964968

.997503

.993400

.390591

-

.979/i86

.969004

€,

.998588

.996232

.994591

-

.937837

.980940

€sr

.998596

.996290

• .994712

—

.938433

.982616

V

*3

100

•

100

101
TABLE XVII
X-RA* TRANSITION ENERGIES
In the first part of the table are the X-ray line
energies predicted by the Dirac equation, without screen
ing. In the second part are the energies of the equiva
lent transitions from the Schrodinger equation. In both
parts the units are kev.
Atomic Number
X-ray
line

29

47

56

79

82

100

Ko<1

8.703

23.421

33.829

71.659

78.160

126.361

K « 2

8.670

23.183

33.331

69.523

75.508

119.451

K(3 i

10.296

27.618

39.300

-

91.082

145.746

10.286

27.547

39.652

-

90.291

143.683

10.854

29.094

41.906

-

95.679

152.701

10.850

29.064

,41.844

-

95.349

151.845

68.602

102,011

K f>3

Transition
2P-1S

8.580

22.537

31.994

3P-1S

10.169

26.711

37.888

-

81.306

120.902

4P-1S

10.725

28.172

39.961

-

35.753

127.515

subshell.

In Table XV111 we

show the ratios of the

relativistic energies to the. equivalent non-relativistic
energies.

In both table ana figures we have used the

energies predicted from the relevant wave equation, ne
glecting screening.

In Table XIX we give for convenience

the experimental transition energies (where these are
known) taken from Hill, et al (Hill, 52).

These energies

make possible estimates of the relative importance of the
energy dependence of the transition probabilities of
Chapter 11 compared to the changes caused by the use of
the relativistic wave functions.
In the first part of Chapter 111 we correct for the
effects of retardation by including the term j0(kr) in
the radial integration.

This results simply in a change

in equations (120) and (121) and (126) and (128) to in
clude this term.

The integrations of equations (126) and

(128) are, however, changed by the extra radial dependence.
»

Since we do the integrationwith respect to the variable

f> , and p jo iJtr) =

, we observe that

j.

p)

(1 44 )

Since we shall do only the Kc*-^, and K c* 2 transitions,
we can write equations (126) and (128) in detail, including
the retardation term, and express the brackets as functions
of p .

For the

term we have from (126) and (127)
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TiiBLE XV111
RATIO OF RELATIVISTIC UNSCREENED X-RAZ ENERGIES
TO NON-RELa TIVISTIC EQUIVALENT ENERGZ

In this table are the ratios of the energy of the
most energetic line of an X-ray doublet predicted by
the Dirac equation to the non-relativistic difference
in energy between the same two shells. Both energies
are computed v/ithout screening.
Atomic Number
Energy
Ratio

ZP~ IS

29

56

82

100

1.014

1.039

1.057

1.139

1.239

1.012

1.034

1.050

1.120

1.205

1.012

1.033

1.0^9

1.116

1.198

vn
1

CO

HP- H

47
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Table

x ix

EXPERIMENTAL X-RAX ENERGIES

The values in this tahle are taken from the tables
of Hill, et al (Hill, 52). The units are kev.
Atomic Humber
X-Ray
Line

KO(

29

47

56

79

82

100*

8.047

22.160

32.182

68.754

74.917

118.97

k* 2

8.028

21.988

31.803

66.939

72.750

113.33

K Pl

8.905

24.942

36.364

-

84.883

134*4-8

-

24.909

36.289

-

84.392

133.09

K (*2 '

-

25.455

37.246

-

87.308

138.48

H z

-

-

37.234

-

87.190

133.11

±

K? 3 .

*

The values for Z : 100 are obtained by extrapolation.

sv

rJ6

,

1Q5

f-M'
= j-r(JVortJ!,t<1,y* V n J
(145)

The minus si^n appears by virtue of the minus sign in
equation (2) of Chapter 1.

In the same fashion equation

(128) .is replaced by

L

s

(3

rVr

s'

f oO
z\

l U V O

P''M-#f)->

r i n « ) N Jv '
/t

(146)

\
-2ii+ a/»(a+«)- (N>N^UV.fO
~'UA48) p\jp
L
I 1 I
In order to evaluate these integrals we us^ the well
known trigonometric identity
jZ

=■

shr

4c

/i*~~

(-41 r)

(147)

Since, from equation (20)

hUo .

(us)
r

we observe that

where 1m means imaginary part.
, If we apply (149) to (145) we see that we wish to
evaluate

[r(*Mi>r(«a*ij|fr v

n

5
(150)

I-m f a^i4vt+/ - p r
+c
1
i p
^ n **

i

This integral is clearly of the form (131), so the inte
gration results in an expression similar to (132).
Writing just the integral of (,130) we have
^

p *' */ ‘O
r Jaj >

(151)

with

X=

K. + Vt-/

..

[ Ns *'

(152)

and
.c J«_0 ]

(153)

*"
LT3T
-22 j
for simplicity we rev/rite a, with obvious definitions
for u and v

He

iV

(154)

Applying (132) to (151) yields
i-m

n**o"\

(155)

Since x is real,. P ( m O is real, so (155) becomes

n*«o

(156)

In order to perform theoperation 1m in (156) we observe
the following properties of complex numbers
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;$
■ li+tv

R -*■

s

^

^

J B. . ^ - 1

v

(157)

u.
and if we express a by (154)*

4^+0 "

(158)

■*

Now, using (147) we may v/rite (156) as
,-tx+O
R

X J r

(

w

o

^

^

o

j

(159)

since

/>—1 -X

x

(160)

(159) becomes, identifying x from (152)
_-(Y,+Yt)

- r(VYa) K

,
,_(*,♦**>}

(161)

and (150) may be written
—

( 1 Y ^ P U , ^

\

0

I

xul(Y,4^)j

^(y,+yi)

Using the identity (116) to get a form more suitable for
comparison with the other matrix elements, v/e see that
n v o =

£ /u '*v,\ ,)

(163)

If v/e square (162) end multiply by

Ih l - ?
J+/

3

(I64)
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we obtain for the squared averaged matrix element (43)
the following expression, which is 'written also as
equation (50) of Chapter 111:
.,

1

l££\

-2<

*

m a r (vn<i) R

1 c t . n j f ,z

' (165)

rixr,4i)rUrl.*i)N,z^r

3
with

« W » ' \
R (•2 P,/i)' ( 2 /1/5 )
and

22

\

*»r
/

^166^

"•

(167)

A very similar calculation of the squared average
matrix element (49) leads to the following expression,
which is also given as equation (53) of Chapter 111.
A/t C/J*f8^
U 4 „

A~~
where

Nz R

(

Jvi

1*

\

J J

and

< £ u p yij =

(170)

Equation (165) should be contrasted with the first
equation of Table XIV, which it replaces, and equation
(168) with the first equation of Table XV.

Since the

.109
equations of Table XIV and XV are the results of the
approximation for long wave length, that is
<<

1

(171)

2Z
The more
forms

exact expressions shouldreduceto the

in this limit.

That this is

simpler

so maybe easily seen

by applying the following limits to (165) and (163)
/>—

( V Y , ) $ •= ( V M j f
?

=

(VfcjA* $

tH,+Tj£X..
(Ak+o 2

J

U ,
/

(172)

22

with equivalent expressions for sin (^V, ^>) and
sin ((jZ^if) £ ), and

(®r)*

(173)

Numerical evaluation of these matrix elements and
the transition probabilities associated with them for
lead is discussed in Chapter 111.
The values of all fundamental physical constants
used in the calculation of this worlc are taken from
DuMond and Cohen (DuMond, 51).
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